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FOUNDATION CHAIN: Using
color A, chain 25 plus 1 turning
stitch. Turn work.
ROW 1: With color A, slip stitch
across row, making 1 turning stitch
at the end of row. Turn work.
(continued on next page)
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FRINGED SHRUG

S

FINISHED SIZE:
8” x 16”
MATERIALS: 6 oz. worsted
weight yarn
(3 oz. color A and 3 oz. color B)
A plum worsted
B teal fancy worsted yarn of choice*
* When choosing a fancy yarn to
work with, it’s a good idea to test
it first to be sure it will fit easily
through needle eye and pass freely
while stitching. (Do not choose a
fancy yarn with any type of nubble
that will get caught in the needle eye.)
TOOL TENSION: With the easyloop®
tool, PULL NEEDLE BACK 1 inch
and PUSH NEEDLE INTO LOOP 1 inch.
GAUGE: 11 sts and 8 rows = 4 inches
STITCHES USED: SINGLE
FAUXCHÉT® (push tool through
BOTH FRONT and BACK LOOPS),
turning work at the end of each row.
STITCH PATTERN: HORIZONTALLY STITCHED STRIPES:
Shrug is stitched horizontally, but
when the finished piece is turned,
the stripes appear vertical. Stripes
are made by changing colors as
indicated in pattern. Be sure to
count rows, keeping track to ensure equal width stripes.
SPECIAL TECHNIQUES USED:
SEAMING; FRINGE.
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(continued from previous page)
ROWS 2-7: Single fauxchét®
across rows, making 1 turning
stitch at the end of each row
before turning work. At the end
of row 7 (before turning work)
cut yarn color A and rethread tool
with yarn color B (see adding new
yarn technique section of book).
For self-fringing technique, leave
an extra 6 inches of yarn when
cutting and adding yarn.
ROWS 8-13: With color B and work
turned, single fauxchét® across
rows, making 1 turning stitch at
the end of each row before turning
work. At the end of row 13 (before
turning work) cut yarn color B and
rethread tool with yarn color C.
Repeat rows 2-13 5 more times.
for a total of 72 rows of single
fauxchét®. At the end of last row,
end work with 1 extra chain stitch.

FINISHING: Cut yarn and weave ends in.
SEAMING: Using the easyloop®
tool and the easy seaming technique featured in the techniques
section, turn the finished piece
horizontally and join with the SLIP
STITCH SEAM at the short ends.
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FRINGE: After SEAMING is completed, using yarn color A, make
enough fringe, 9 inches in length,
for attaching to the LONG SIDE of the
shrug for 4 inch finished fringe. v
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